Tannenberg
the soth, Rennenkampf s formidable host hung like a threatening thunder-cloud to the north-east.   He need only have closed with us and we should have been beaten.   But Rennenkampf brought his main body hardly beyond the Allenburg-Gerdauen-Neiden-, burg line, and we had time to win a brilliant victory.
Few knew the anxiety with which I watched the Niemen Army during those long days.
In order to allow the I7th A.C. and the ist R.C. to make their full striking power felt, the other groups of the 8th Army had of course to attack. And whatever happened they had not to let themselves be beaten.
The reinforced 20th A.C. had passed through difficult and exhausting days. On the 23rd it stood, facing south, on the heights north-east of Gilgenburg, while the enemy was approaching from Neidenburg, that is from the south-east. The 3rd Reserve Division was still assembling west of Hohenstein. The ist A.C. had just begun to detrain near Deutsch-Eylau. General von Scholtz was successful in beating off superior enemy forces, but whilst holding the heights east of Gilgenburg he was obliged to withdraw his left flank sharply west of Hohenstein, about as far as Mlihlen. Although uncomfortable for the troops, this movement had its good points for the Russians thought they had won. They did not believe in any further German resistance, still less in a German attack. They saw the road open into German territory east of the Vistula.
On the 24th we got into touch with General von Scholtz and actually met him at Tannenberg. He and his Chief of Stag, Colonel Hell, were to distinguish themselves in the course of the war and leave their names to History.
General von Scholtz gave us a lucid account of the great achievements of the troops under his command since the beginning of the campaign and the great difficulties encountered in the last battles. He was of opinion that the enemy would attack him again, but that he would be able to stand fast.
On the journey from Marienburg to Tannenberg, an intercepted enemy wireless message was given us which gave a clear idea of our opponents' dispositions for the next few days. The Narew
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